Introduction
With the high speed innovation of information technology, many production scheduling systems have been developed. However, a lot of customization according to individual production environment is required, and then a large investment for development and maintenance is indispensable. Therefore, now the direction to construct scheduling systems should be changed. The final objective of this research aims at developing a system that is built by it extracting the scheduling technique automatically through the daily production scheduling work of a human scheduler, so that an investment will be reduced. This extraction mechanism should be applied for various production processes for the interoperability. Using the master information extracted by the system, a human scheduler can be supported to accelerate the production scheduling work easily and accurately without any restriction of scheduling operations. By installing this extraction mechanism, it is easy to introduce scheduling system without a lot of expense for customization.
Construction Guideline
Learnable: The information of user manipulations is extracted and stored in the system. There are two types of such a extracted and stored mechanism called learning. As the first type, the system stores the generalized information extracted from the repeated scheduling manipulations. As the next type, the system stores the extracted information itself from the intentional manipulation. Practical: The system provides useful information for a human scheduler from the learned information. Such information is used for automatic information setting, notification of prohibition and priority information guiding. No Restricted: The result automatically set by assistant functions is able to be corrected by a human scheduler. The system should not have a limitation of manipulations even if the manipulations disobey the stored information. Discarding: The system can discard the useless information which a human scheduler doesn't use or cancel the use.
User Assistant Functions
Production Capacity Adjustment The production capacity of a resource is expressed by a ratio of operation quantity to processing time ordinarily. The adjustment for processing time will be frequently done according to such a ratio. If either operation quantity or processing time is changed, the other one should also be changed at the same time. To realize such a function, the system should extract the corresponding capacity of a resource for repeated manipulations of setting operation quantity and processing time, and use it to modify the other one of operation quantity or processing time automatically when one of them is changed.
Alternative Resource Adjustment There are many resources in a manufacturing factory, and some of them can be used for the same purposes. Then, a human scheduler should choose the most suitable resource from all available resources. Furthermore, the different resources maybe have different capacity, so the moved operation with a certain quantity should be modified with respect to processing time. The system should extract the available resources and automatically set processing time of the operation after it has been moved to the other resources.
Operation Relationship Adjustment There are many kinds of relationship between operations. If such a relationship is created or modified in manipulations in the production scheduling work, the information extracted from the manipulation is important to use for the later schedule adjustment when the consistency between operations is not satisfied. The system should extract the relationship of operations and use it to automatically adjust the time coordinate of operations.
Evaluation
In use of the conventional systems, when they are introduced to production fields initially, new products are released or a capacity of machines is reinforced, master information and automatic scheduling mechanism must be updated. However, in use of the proposed system, such overhead time and investment are no need. If the automatic scheduling mechanism is completely prepared in the conventional system, there is no room to compare times spent to create a schedule in daily work on it and the proposed system. If not, the schedule should be improved manually. Furthermore, if the automatic mechanism is not updated even though the process is changed, time spent for manual improvement becomes longer. On the other hand, in use of the proposed system, a schedule is created with the user's experienced knowledge in a very smart way so that such changes become as little as possible. Moreover, user assistant functions have not only greatly improved usability, but also provided the way of case study that elevates quality of schedules.
Conclusions
In this paper, a new kind of production scheduling system that can learn the useful information for the later manipulations through the common manipulations of a human scheduler in the scheduling process is proposed. To realize such a system, the guideline is described and according to this guideline some assistant functions are proposed. With the high speed innovation of information technology, many production scheduling systems have been developed. However, a lot of customization according to individual production environment is required, and then a large investment for development and maintenance is indispensable. Therefore now the direction to construct scheduling systems should be changed. The final objective of this research aims at developing a system which is built by it extracting the scheduling technique automatically through the daily production scheduling work, so that an investment will be reduced. This extraction mechanism should be applied for various production processes for the interoperability. Using the master information extracted by the system, production scheduling operators can be supported to accelerate the production scheduling work easily and accurately without any restriction of scheduling operations. By installing this extraction mechanism, it is easy to introduce scheduling system without a lot of expense for customization. In this paper, at first a model for expressing a scheduling problem is proposed. Then the guideline to extract the scheduling information and use the extracted information is shown and some applied functions are also proposed based on it. 
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